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ABSTRACT 

New York is the taxi capital of America and home to the classic yellow taxicabs. It would be beneficial to 

taxi companies and customers if rides are available whenever a customer is in need of one. To achieve this 

level of service, it is important to know how different factors influence the number of rides. This process 

gets complicated due to the effects of external forces such as weather and due to pricing strategies 

employed by other cab companies such as surge pricing during heavy demands times.  

This paper attempts to predict the demand of a yellow taxi at a particular location, on a particular day and 

at a particular time. This will help to estimate the number of taxis that should be present at any given time 

or place. This project focuses on NY Yellow Taxis dispatched from a central facility in 2018. This paper will 

help to understand and predict the demand and supply of yellow taxicabs and help to improve customer 

satisfaction and the taxi cab industry’s efficiency. Six months’ worth of taxi rides related data (Jan’18 – 

June’18) from the New York City Taxi and Limousine Commission and weather data for the same period 

from NOAA (National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration) were obtained for this research. Information 

included items such as pick-up/ drop-off locations, time/ date, distance, payment source, temperature, wind 

speed, and precipitation levels. Multiple models built using SAS® Forecast Studio to predict the demand 

and supply due to the variations in the weather over six months.  

 

INTRODUCTION 

With the introduction of non – traditional taxi services such as Uber and Lyft, it has been a tough ride for 

the yellow taxis to match up with their approach for pickups and drop-offs, leading to the decline of one of 

the oldest culture in New York. Recently there is an increase in dissatisfaction of the customers due to the 

surge prices applied by non - traditional cab companies and resulted in people expressing their desires to 

go back to yellow taxi services [1]. Even though customers want to use yellow taxi for their commute, the 

demand and supply of the taxis are not being met [2].  The purpose of this project is to analyze and find a 

solution for both the taxi companies and the customers where the taxis get benefited by revenue and the 

customers by service. Customers can pay less for their trips and need not wait for the taxis and the taxis 

can know where exactly they can get a customer. Also, the drivers of the yellow taxi are facing monetary 

problems as other cab companies are dominating the market [3]. To keep the yellow taxi tradition alive, this 

project will attempt to make their process more efficient.  

 The basic premises for this research are that changes in weather affects the number of rides, and 

customers care about the fare amount along with the availability of the ride [4]. The premise is based on the 

general believe that when it rains or when it is too hot to walk down, people tend to go for a cab rather than 

walking or going through a subway. Likewise, it is believed that during the peak office hours the demand 

would be more than the regular time and probably the demand would be more on weekend late night when 

people usually go out and would avoid driving back home.  
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DATA DICTIONARY 

Data regarding taxi trips has been fetched from NYC Taxi and Limousine Commission(TLC). Weather data 

for the same period of January 2018 – June 2018 has been gathered from NOAA, a website storing all 

historical weather data.  

The combined dataset has three major parts: Taxi trip data, weather data and taxi look up zone data 

Dataset Source Variables in the dataset 

NYC Yellow Taxi Trip Dataset Pickup and Drop off time, Pickup and Drop off 
location, trip distance, payment type, fare amount, 
tip, extra and total amount  

Weather Dataset Date, Temperature, precipitation, snow and wind  

Taxi look up zone The pickup and drop off location have IDs which are 
further divided into Location ID, Borough and Zone. 
This table helps us to identify the particular 
boroughs and zones. 

Table 1: Datasets used for the paper 

DATASET PREPARATION 

Each month of taxi trip data had a count of 9 million rows approximately. Weather data obtained for this 

project was at the level of a day, while the taxi trips were at the level of each minute. Taxi trip data along 

with weather data was merged with taxi looks up zone data to get the boroughs for each trip. The trips were 

aggregated together at the day level for each borough. For example, on 2nd January, the total number of 

rides in the different boroughs with the weather condition for that particular day was prepared.  

Because this paper focuses on effects on demand using weather and location, all the fair related data were 

deleted. There were few rows of taxi data which has locations outside the New York city. Again, because 

we focus only on NY rides, those rows were deleted. There were no missing values once the fair related 

data and the unknown locations were deleted.  

A new column ‘Total_Rides’ was created aggregating rides and weather for each day, this variable was 

used as the target variable. All other variables will be used as input variable, except ‘Time’ which was used 

as TimeID for analysis.  

Below is a snapshot of first and last few rows of the final dataset used for the paper.  

Time Wind Temp Precipitation Snow Borough Total_Rides 

1/1/2018 0:00 17.67 12 0 0 Bronx 39 

1/1/2018 0:00 17.67 12 0 0 Brooklyn 285 

1/1/2018 0:00 17.67 12 0 0 Manhattan 15308 

1/1/2018 0:00 17.67 12 0 0 Queens 418 

1/1/2018 1:00 17.67 12 0 0 Bronx 58 

1/1/2018 1:00 17.67 12 0 0 Brooklyn 791 

1/1/2018 1:00 17.67 12 0 0 Manhattan 17111 

1/1/2018 1:00 17.67 12 0 0 Queens 539 

1/1/2018 2:00 17.67 12 0 0 Bronx 58 
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………. ………. ………. ………. ………. ………. ………. 

6/30/2018 21:00 6.93 82 0 0 EWR 2 

6/30/2018 21:00 6.93 82 0 0 Manhattan 11893 

6/30/2018 21:00 6.93 82 0 0 Queens 783 

6/30/2018 22:00 6.93 82 0 0 Bronx 33 

6/30/2018 22:00 6.93 82 0 0 Brooklyn 243 

6/30/2018 22:00 6.93 82 0 0 Manhattan 12852 

6/30/2018 22:00 6.93 82 0 0 Queens 677 

6/30/2018 23:00 6.93 82 0 0 Bronx 40 

6/30/2018 23:00 6.93 82 0 0 Brooklyn 332 

6/30/2018 23:00 6.93 82 0 0 Manhattan 12584 

6/30/2018 23:00 6.93 82 0 0 Queens 708 

 Table 2: Final merged dataset used for analysis  

 

EXPLORATORY ANALYSIS 

Starting with the major boroughs in NY, below graph tells us that as expected, Manhattan has the highest 

number of trips over six months’ duration, followed by Queens, Brooklyn and Bronx. The number of rides 

in EWR and State Island are almost negligible when compared to the other three boroughs. 

 

Figure 1: Distribution of total number of rides Borough wise 

The month of March has the highest number of rides, followed by April, May, January, June and 

February. It’s difficult to explain why March has the highest and June has the lowest number of rides. 

However, the colder months of January and February have fewer number of rides as expected. 
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Figure 2: Distribution of total number of rides Month wise 

The highest number of rides are usually taken on Friday, which also marks the beginning of the weekend 

so it makes sense if people try to get a taxi rather than driving themselves. It is followed by Thursday and 

Saturday. The least number of rides taken are on a Sunday, as most of the people try to get some rest 

before the next week starts.  

 

Figure 3: Distribution of total number of rides weekday wise 

Evening time, specifically at 18:00 hours maximum rides take place. Perhaps this shows people getting 

off work and taking cabs to restaurants/bars etc. As expected, the lowest number of rides are the early 

morning at 4:00 hours. 
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Figure 4: Distribution of total number of rides hour wise 

For checking the effects of weather on the number of rides, only top three boroughs have been considered. 

From the below graph we can see the highest number of rides lie in the middle region of the temperature. 

This is in contrary to our assumption that when the temperatures are more extremes, people use more 

cabs. One possibility is that during extreme temperatures, people stay indoors and not use cabs at all. It is 

also possible that had we used event data such as rain, snow, ice along with temperatures, we would have 

found more nuanced relationships between weather and number of rides. In this data, the use of cabs 

seems more dependent on the what day of the week rather than the temperature of the day.  

 

Figure 5: Distribution of total number of rides temperature wise 
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TIME SERIES FORECASTING 

Before starting with the forecast, SAS® Enterprise Miner was used to prepare the dataset for the forecast. 

As explained in data preparation, all the independent variables had different units of aggregation (day, 

minute etc.), therefore the dataset was transformed to keep all the variables in the same unit for comparison 

and then the output was saved as a different dataset. This saved dataset was then used for Forecasting.  

 

Figure 6: Transformation of variables in SAS Enterprise Miner 

Once the data was transformed, it was modeled using SAS® Forecast Studio for time series forecasting. 

Since we have seen in our exploratory analysis that there is seasonality in week, therefore the season 

cycle was kept as 7. The month of June (30 days) was kept as the holdout sample for testing.  A cutoff of 

2% was used for outliers and the time interval was used as daily. This produces the prediction of total 

number of rides on daily basis. And, borough was used as the grouping variable so we can predict the 

daily number of rides borough wise. All the weather metrics were fed into multiple ARIMA models. 

Based on the parameters set above, SAS® Forecast Studio gave three models. Out of the three tested 

models, ARIMA model TOP_0 was chosen for forecasting based on the holdout MAPE of 2.88%. 

 

Below are the screenshots of the best model’s performance as a whole (not borough wise). The model 

seems to track the actual data closely for calibration/validation period (Jan – May) and also the holdout 

period (June). The parameters that were statistically significant were borough and snow, but in our 

dataset majority of the dataset has a snow value of zero. Therefore, snow coming as significant is not as 

useful. But two takeaway points from here are, as expected borough came as significant due to the 

number of rides and that temperature is not a significant factor determining the number of yellow taxi 

rides.   

 

Figure 7: Time Series Forecast of the whole Model 
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Figure 8: Prediction Error Correlation 

From the above figure we can see that the autocorrelation values are mostly within the expected range 

and the fitted model exhibits expected white noise. While the model seems to work reasonably well as a 

whole, we also explored how it performed at a borough level. For this purpose, we first selected 

Manhattan because it is the most popular borough.  

 

Figure 9: Time Series Forecast for Manhattan 

Except few of the points the forecasted values are fitting well with the actual values. Below is a 

screenshot of the predicted number of rides for the month of July (test dataset). 

 

Figure 10: Predicted Number of Rides in July for Manhattan 

Since Manhattan has the highest number of rides, an hourly forecasting was done only for this borough 

so that better insights can be developed for the most important borough. 
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Figure 11: Time Series forecast for July in Manhattan 

Looking at the hourly prediction, the forecast values are a good fit for the actual values as well.  

 

Figure 12: Predicted Number of Rides on 1st July for Manhattan 

We also explored how the model performs for the other boroughs as shown in screenshots below.  
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Figure 13: Time Series Forecast for Queens 

 

Figure 14: Time Series Forecast for Brooklyn 

 

Figure 15: Time Series Forecast for Bronx 
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Figure 16: Predicted Number of Rides in July for Queens, Brooklyn and Bronx respectively 

 

State Island has the least number of rides and below is the forecast for that.  

 

Figure 17: Time Series Forecast for State Island 

From the above graph we can see that the forecasting values doesn’t really fit with the actual values and 

this maybe because of the very less number of rides, SAS® Forecast Studio is not predicting it as good 

as other boroughs.  

 

Figure 18: Predicted No. of Rides for State Island 
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The above tables and forecasts give the number of rides for the month of July for the different boroughs. 

The number of rides have been calculated keeping the weather metrics for the same duration and 

performing the analysis with those values. 

 

CONCLUSION 

From the above analysis and forecasting, few insights were derived. Weather doesn’t have a significant 

effect on the number of rides in any of the boroughs. Reason might be that Yellow taxis are hired on roads 

rather than other non-traditional taxis were home pickups are done. So whatever the weather condition is 

people take rides in yellow taxis. The demand of taxis is highest on Fridays followed by Thursdays and 

Saturdays, same as the pattern in Manhattan (majority of the rides are from Manhattan). The peak time for 

taxi rides are at 18:00 hours and the least is during 4:00 hours. Month of March has the highest number of 

rides followed by April and May. The forecasting is a good fit for all the boroughs except State Island since 

it has a very low number of rides. The hourly prediction of rides at the boroughs can really help the New 

York Yellow taxi cab company and the drivers to plan ahead and optimally utilize this forecasting to meet 

the demand of their customers. 

This project had the limitations of lack of multivariate time series modeling. Also since yellow taxis doesn’t 

have any surges depending on time of the day, fare has been excluded from the analysis. Hourly weather 

data with weather event of the day like rain, sunny etc. was not obtained for the project.

FUTURE WORK 

The dataset compiled for this project serves as a foundation for additional research. Analyzing at least a 

year worth of data will bring further insights. Hourly weather data along with weather event might bring more 

insights if weather affects the number of rides. Also a forecast and prediction based on zones, along with 

boroughs will make it very easy for the drivers to be present at the location at any given point of time.  
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